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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the efficient algorithm mapping for the real-time MPEG-2 encoding on the KAIST Image
Computing System (KICS), which has a parallel architecture using five multimedia video processors (MVP's). The MVP is a
general purpose digital signal processor (DSP) of Texas Instrument. It combines one floating-point processor and four fixed-
point DSP's on a single chip. The KICS uses the MVP as a primary processing element (PE). Two PE's form a cluster, and
there are two processing clusters in the KICS. Real-time MPEG-2 encoder is implemented through the spatial and the
functional partitioning strategies. Encoding process of spatially partitioned half of the video input frame is assigned to one
processing cluster. Two PE's perform the functionally partitioned MPEG-2 encoding tasks in the pipelined operation mode.
One PE of a cluster carries out the transform coding part and the other performs the predictive coding part of the MPEG-2
encoding algorithm. One MVP among five MVP's is used for system control and interface with host computer. This paper
introduces an implementation ofthe MPEG-2 algorithm with a parallel processing architecture.

Keyword : MPEG-2, Multimedia Video Processor (MVP), Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Spatial partitioning,
Functional partitioning, Digital signaiprocessor (DSP)

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there are a lot of demands for the multimedia systems manipulating various kinds of data such as
image, video, text and audio. The multimedia data processing systems need high-performance processing power because
image computing requires a large number of computations and data transfers. Furthermore, multimedia data processing
usually requires real-time operations. However, the media storage, the data transmission capacity and the data computing
processors barely keep up with the demands for the multimedia applications in spite of recent significant development of the
VLSI technology. Therefore, a great deal of efforts has been concentrated on reducing the vast amount of data of the
multimedia information, thereby the various video coding standards such as H.261, JPEG, MPEG-i, and MPEG-2 have been
established [i][2][3][4].

The MPEG is the video coding standard established by the Motion Pictures Expert Group of the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO). The MPEG-I standard specifies the video coding algorithm for digital storage
media up to 1.5 Mbits!s with the recommended picture size of 360 x 240 pixels [3]. MPEG-2 is a generic standard that
supports wide class of applications requiring bit-rates of 2 Mbits/s or above with an image quality ranging from a studio
quality NTSC broadcasting up to the high-definition television (HDTV) [4]. The MPEG video compression algorithm
employs two basic techniques; block-based motion compensation for the reduction of the temporal redundancy, and
transform domain (DCT) coding for the reduction of spatial redundancy. The motion compensation technique is applied both
in the forward and the backward directions. The motion-compensated prediction errors are coded using the transform-based
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technique. The motion vectors are transmitted together with the spatial information.

In the multimedia processing systems, the programmability and the flexibility are required to support various image
processing algorithms. Therefore, the system using fully programmable processor such as general-purpose DSP is very
useful for multimedia processing system, which can support a general image processing algorithm as well as an application
specific algorithm such as MPEG-2 standard [5]. in addition, the real-time processing capability should be included.

In this paper, the KAIST Image Computing System (KICS) is introduced as a platform for MPEG-2 real-time
encoding, which is a high-performance image processing system [6]. Also additional hardware for an implementation of a
real-time motion estimation with a half-pixel accuracy and the software architecture for real-time MPEG-2 main profile at
main level (MP@ML) encoding on the KICS are described. The hardware architecture of the KICS is based on the message
passing model with hierarchically segmented buses which can fully support the generic model for MPEG-2 encoding. The
system consists of two clusters. Inside each cluster, two processing elements (PE) are pipelined with each other. The MVP
(Multimedia Video Processor; TMS32OC8O), which is a general-purpose digital signal processor (DSP) especially designed
for image processing and multimedia applications, is used as a PE in the KICS. The master PE of the cluster efficiently
accesses the image data in the common global memory through the status arbiter. The spatially partitioned image data are
fetched by master PE's of the clusters, and are processed in a pipelined fashion. The KICS is a fully programmable system,
which can perform a general image processing as well as a specific application such as real-time MPEG-2
encoding/decoding by software programming.

The software architecture ofthe KICS for the MPEG-2 encoding is presented. The encoding algorithm is partitioned
according to the functional module such as motion estimation, motion compensation, DCT, quantization, inverse
quantization, IDCT, and variable length coding (VLC). By the spatial partitioning of the input image, processing of a half-
picture is assigned to each cluster. This paper shows the real-time MPEG-2 MP@ML encoding can be implemented
successfully on the KICS, which has five MVP's and a specific hardware for motion estimation.

2. HARDWARE PLATFORM FOR MPEG2 ENCODER : KICS [6]

The overall hardware block diagram of the KICS is shown in Fig. 1 . The key features of the architecture are simple
topology for message passing model with hierarchically segmented buses, powerful PE with programmable features, high-
speed memory access with enhanced memory performance, and flexible structure of the inter-PE pipelining. Figure 2 shows
the internal architecture of the MVP, which has a master processor (MP), four advanced DSP's (ADSP), on-chip memory,
crossbar network, and transfer controller for internal and external data transfer [7][8][9].

The KICS consists of four kinds of functional modules, such as IPU (Image Processing Unit), IOU (Image I/O Unit),
IMU (Image Memory Unit), and MESU (Motion Estimation Sub-Unit). The MVP (TMS32OC8O), which is a general-
purpose DSP of Texas Instrument, is used as a PE in the KICS. Two PE's are grouped together to form a cluster. Two
clusters are linked through global memory and data queue. Each PE inside the cluster has the local bus and its own local
memory. The master MVP which is located in the IOU interprets the command from the host system, and manages the
operation of PE's in the clusters. All tasks which are performed in the PE's are passed through the data and command queues
between the master MVP and PE's. The global memory modules ofthe IMU are located between clusters and IOU. The real-
time video module, which stores the digitized video data in the global memory modules or fetches the real-time image from
the global memory modules, is interfaced to the global bus. Master PE's of two clusters and real-time video module can
access the global memory modules. Master PEs and video module compete for occupying the global memory modules to
access the image data through the status-arbiter. Here, the video module has higher priority than master PE's because the
video module should provide real-time image acquisition and display. The status-arbiter is located at each memory module,
and it reports the status of the occupation of the memory modules when a processor tries to occupy a global memory module.
If the memory module is already occupied by other processor, it prohibits the processor to occupy the memory module until
the other processor completes the memory access. Because the image data can be transferred in block data, it is reasonable to
fetch a series of data without contention from any other processor by using the status arbiter.
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Fig. 3. Algorithm mapping ofthe MPEG-2 encoding on the KICS

3.2. Motion Estimation and Motion Compensation Assigned to MYP1

The MVP1 and MVP3 in the KICS perform the MPEG-2 encoding ioop except the transform coding part (DCT,
IDCT, Quantization, Inverse Quantization) with the image data of half-picture size (720 x 240 pixels), respectively. In this
section, the computational complexity for implementing the various motion estimation on the ADSP of MVP is compared.

Let us assume block size is M x N, search region is and K is the number of operations per pixel for a given
criterion. For mean absolute difference (MAD) criterion, it is possible to compute eight sums of absolute difference in four
instructions using the multiple-byte arithmetic operation in ADSP assembler of MVP. Therefore, we can calculate the MAD
in 0.5 cycles per pixel, that is, K = 0.5. Table 1 shows the estimated number of cycles per MB for various block-matching
algorithms [l][8].

Search Method Operations per Macroblock Number ofcycles per MB
(p='s, M=N=16, K=O.5)

Full-search
2-D Logarithmic search

3-Level hierarchical search
2-Level hierarchical search

(2p+1)2MNK 123,008 (cycles/MB)
(8[logpJ+ J)MNK 4,224 (cycles/MB)

[(2[p/4] + 1)2 + 180JJy[NJ(/16 2,088 (cycles/MB)
[(2[p/2] + 1)2 + 36]A'[NK/4 10,400 (cycles/MB)

Table 1 . Computation requirements for implementing various motion estimation algorithms using ADSP assembler

In order to implement any motion estimation algorithm on KICS, an MVP in a cluster should complete the MAD
computations of a half-picture (675 MBs) within 1/30 sec (33.3 msec). Since one ADSP in MVP1 performs tasks of
generating the prediction error and the reconstruction, other three ADSPs should perform the motion estimation processing
in parallel. The total operation cycles available for computing MAD of one MB are estimated as follows:
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Fig. 4. The three-level hierarchical search with half-pixel accuracy

3.3. Transform coding assigned to MVP2

Two PEs of the MVP2 and MVP4 in KICS perform the MPEG-2 transform coding part (DCT, IDCT,
Quantization, Inverse Quantization). Each PE can perform the transform coding with the image data of half-picture size (720
x 240 pixels). Two- dimensional DCT and IDCT are separable transformation. Therefore, it can be computed by applying 1-
D DCT on every row and by applying 1-D DCT on every column to the result of l-D DCT on every row. In order toachieve
real-time implementation for a whole image, a fast computing algorithm is required. There are a lot of efforts to reduce the
number of additions and multiplications and several fast DCT algorithms have been developed [12][13]. Some of the fast
algorithms for the DCT exploit the properties of the DCT multiplicative constants. We modify the Chen DCT algorithm [13]
by using scaling procedure so that all of eight outputs of one-dimensional DCT are associated with multiplicative constants
as shown in Fig. 5. After performing one-dimensional DCT on every column, the 8 x 8 output matrix F for the 8 x 8 input
matrix X can be decomposed as follows,
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C4v00 C4v01 C4v02 C4v03 C4v04 C4v05 C4v06 C4v07
C4v10 C4v11 C4v12 C4v13 C4v1 C4v15 C4v16 C4v17

C2v20 C2v2 C2v22 C2v23 C2v24 C2v25 C2v26 C2v27
C6v30 C6v31 C6v32 C6v33 C6v3 C6v35 C6v36 C6v37F=TX= =cv (i.1)C1v40 C1v41 C1v42 C1v43 C1v44 C1v45 C1v46 C1v47
C5v50 C5v51 C5v52 C5v53 C5v54 C5v55 C5v56 C5v57
C3v60 C3v61 C3v62 C3v6,3 C3v64 C3v65 C3v65 C3v67
C7v70 C7v71 C7v72 C7v73 C7v74 C7v75 C7v76 C7v77

where T is 1-D 8-point DCT matrix and V={v11} is the intermediate result as shown in Fig. 5. In eq (3 .1), C is diagonal
matrix, whose diagonal components are (C4, C4, C2, C6, Cl, C5, C3, C7}. Then, applying 1-D DCT on every row about the
matrix F, the 8 x 8 fmal output matrix Y is also decomposed as follows,

C4C4ho,o C4C4ho,i C4C2ho,2 C4C6ho,3 C4C1 ho,4 C4C5ho,5 C4C3ho,6 C4C7ho,7
C4C4hi,o C4C4hi,i C4C2h1,2 C4C6h1,3 C4C1h1,4 C4C5h1,5 C4C3h1,6 C4C7h1,7
C2C4hao C2C4h2,1 C2C2h2,2 C2C6h2,3 C2Clha4 C2C5h2,5 C2C3h2,6 C2C7h2,7

— 1" _ C6C4h3,o C6C4h3,1 C6C2h3,2 C6C6h3.3 C6C1 h3,4 C6C5h3,5 C6C3h3,6 C6C7h3,7 rY—FT —
C4h4,o Cl C4h4, 1 ClC2h4,2 Cl C6h4,3 Cl Cl h4,4 Cl C5h4,5 Cl C3h4,6 Cl C7h4,7 C NC (.2)

C5C4h5,o C5C4hs,i C5C2hS.2 C5C6h5,3 C5C1 h5,4 C5C5h5,5 C5C3h5,6 C5C7h5,7
C3C4h6,o C3C4h6, 1 C3C2h6,2 C3C6h6,3 C3C1 h6,4 C3C5h6,5 C3C3h6,6 C3C7h6,7
C7C4h7,o C7C4h7, 1 C7C2h7,2 C7C6h7,3 C7C1 h7,4 C7C5h7,s C7C3h7,6 C7C7h7,7

where H—{h) is also the intermediate result of 1-D DCT of matrix V along every row. 2-D DCT of input matrix X is
computed in three steps: First step computes V matrix from X matrix according to the flowgraph in Fig. 5. In second step, H
matrix is computed from V matrix by the same way as first step. Finally, third step performs the multiplication of H matrix
and pre-computed C parameters m eq (3 .2). This three-step computation reduces total number of multiplications. The
quantization matrix can be also absorbed in this look-up table of C parameter by scaling each component of these
multiplicative constants. This modified Chen DCT requires only 388 cycles for 8 x 8 block including quantization because
one multiplication and two additions are performed in one cycle on MVP ADSP. Similarly, for the IQ-IDCT, we use the
following flowgraph as shown in Fig. 6, which needs 480 cycles for 8x8 IQ-IDCT. For MPEG-2 transform coding, 4 ADSPs
are assigned to process DCT-Q and IQ-IDCT, respectively. The MPEG-2 transform coding is possible on our software
architecture as shown in Table 3.

F DCT-Q IQ-IDCT

numbers of 8x8 block processing 388 cycles 480 cycles

numbers of 6 8x8 block processing(4:2:0) 2328 cycles 2880 cycles

required cycles for 720x480 frame 3142800 cycles 3888000 cycles

required time for 720x480 frame(4OMHz) 78.57 ms 97.2ms

numbers of ADSPs for MPEG-2 real-time encoding 3 3

Table 3. The required cycles and numbers of ADSPs for MPEG-2 real-time encoding
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Fig. 6. The signal flowgraph for the scaled Chen 1-D IDCT algorithm
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3.4. Variable length coding assigned to MVP2 ,4 MP

In the last stage, the host MVP generates the video bit-stream to be mixed up with fixed-length codes and
variable-length codes that consist of mainly the run-level data of quantized DCT coefficients and other information
associated with the macro block, such as the motion vectors, and prediction types. The quantized DCT coefficients are
rearranged into one-dimensional array by scanning them as specified. This rearrangement puts the DC coefficient at the first
location of the array and the remaining AC coefficients are arranged from low to high frequency, in both horizontal and
vertical directions and higher frequencies are mostly zero. The rearranged array is coded into a sequence of the run-level
data. The lossless encoding ofthe run-level data generated from the transform coding is assigned to MP ofMVP2 and MVP4,
whereas the host MVP encodes the macro block information generated from the motion estimation and motion compensation
assigned to MVP1 and MVP3.

For the fast and simple search, the lookup-table, whose size is less than 2K bytes to assign to internal on-chip
memory, is used to get a variable-length code. Since the longest VLC code is 17 bits including a sign bit, the table is 32-bit
codes. The table is made for almost 1 :1 mapping to the input data which is the output of the ADSPs of MVP2 and MVP4.
Once two ADSPs finish DCT-Quantizer processing and the result is stored in DRAMO, MP processes VLC with DCT-Q
result in DRAMO and at the same time two ADSPs are processing the DCT-Quantizer with the input data in DRAM1 . Figure
7 shows the memory map of on-chip memory. For computational efficiency, double buffering method is adopted for this
memory map.

— On-chip memory map of PPO in MVP2 and MVP4 — On-chip memory map of PP2 in MVP2 and MVP4

UAUUUVUUW _____________________________ 0x00002000 ____________________________
DRAMO DCT-Q inputi DCT-Q outputl DRAMO IQ-IDCT inputi JQ-IDCT outputl

OxOOOOO8O I OxOOOO28O I
DRAMI DCT-Q input2 DCT-Q output2 DRAMI IQ-IDCT input2 IQ-IDCT output2

Ox00008OG L Ox0000AOO ____________________________

DRAM2 VLC table DRAM2

0x01020001 OxO1O22OO

PRAM DCT-Q coefficients table
] PRAM IQ-IDCT coefficients table

Fig. 7. On-chip memory ofPPO and PP2 for double buffering

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents that the MPEG-2 encoding algorithm is mapped to multiple MVPs through the hybrid
partitioning approach using both spatial and functional partitioning. The KICS is a multiprocessor system with five MVPs
for MPEG-2 real-time encoder; one of them is used for system control and interface with host computer. There are two
spatially partitioned processing clusters, each of which has two MVPs. One processing cluster processes the upper half of the
video frame and the other processes the lower half of the video frame. Each MVP of the processing cluster performs
different functions with balanced load, such as one MVP of a cluster carries out the forward and inverse discrete cosine
transform (DCT) and the other performs the motion estimation through spatially partitioned ADSPs.

According to our simulation results, forward and inverse DCT's for 30 frames of 720x480 image need about 659
ms by using two MVPs and motion estimation processing by three-level hierarchical search with search range of
requires two MVPs for MPEG-2 real time encoding. MPEG-2 audio compression is performed by the host MVP. Therefore,
the KICS using five MVPs can perform the MPEG-2 real-time encoding.
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